“Passion cannot be described,
It can only be experienced”
ENZO FERRARI

Have you ever driven a Racing Ferrari?
Pablo Clark Racing is the only company in South Africa to offer Ferrari experiences in race spec
Challenge Ferraris.
Experience the passion with our various packages.

Hot Lap Experience - Be a passenger in a Ferrari 360 Challenge race car that once competed
in the Ferrari Challenge series in Europe. Experience Zwartkops Raceway with four highspeed laps driven by one of our pro racing drivers. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
feel the exhilaration and performance of what an authentic Ferrari race car is capable of
around the race track. It's a feeling that can only be experienced and not described!
Driving Experience - ''Where Dreams Are Driven’’ Get ready to suit up and strap into the
driver’s seat and have full reins in controlling the Ferrari 360 Challenge race car. You will be
accompanied by one of our pro racing drivers providing professional advice with following
racing lines and braking points as you approach each corner, not to mention when to
unleash the power to feel the full acceleration of a Ferrari race car. Experience the
adrenaline, emotion, and passion that is instilled by Ferrari as an awe-inspiring marque!

HOT LAP EXPERIENCE
___________________________________________

Ferrari Hot Lap experience
R 3,950.00 Incl.Vat per person
Be thrilled by our pro racing driver for 4 high-speed laps on the track as a passenger.

DRIVING EXPERIENCE
_____________________________________________

Bronze Package Driving Experience
R 8,500.00 Incl.Vat per person
10 minutes driving on track followed by 2 laps as a passenger with our pro racing drivers.

Silver Package Driving Experience:
R 12,500.00 Incl.Vat per person
20 minutes driving on track followed by 2 laps as a passenger with our pro racing drivers.

Gold Package Driving Experience:
R 17,500.00 Incl.Vat per person
30 minutes driving on track followed by 2 laps as a passenger with our pro racing drivers.

The packages mentioned above includes breakfast, lunch, refreshments, driver certificate and a
Pablo Clark gift pack.

F1 SIMULATOR EXPERIENCE
Our Simulator is based on a full scale of a Formula 1 car, it can be used as a simulator or for static display.
Your guests can challenge each other on some of the latest tracks from around the world and
performances can be measured on our leaderboard.
The simulator can be branded with your personal design.

F1 SIMULATOR
• R 15,000.00 Ex Vat per day, up to 3 consecutive days
• R 5,500.00 Ex Vat per Day, from the 4th day
(Maximum 7 days, weekends included)

F1 SIMULATOR DISPLAY ONLY
• R 12,500.00 Ex Vat per Day
Pricing includes 100km of travel fees, thereafter R10.00 per Km

BRANDING
Simulator with normal branding - R 10,000.00 Excl Vat
Simulator with full wrap extra- R 30,000.00 Excl Vat

KIDS FERRARI PARTY!!
Do you want to organise a unique party for your kids and their friends?
Don t miss this opportunity! Your kids can be the passenger in the Ferrari 360
Challenge race car with our pro driver around Zwartkops Raceway.

-

Our package includes:
F1 Simulator Experience
2 laps around the track with our Pro driver
Lunch and cold drinks
Gift pack
Personalised cake on request

15 KIDS: R 49,000.00 Incl Vat
25 KIDS : R 70,000.00 Incl Vat

Please note that this offer is only for Kids from 7 to 15 years old.

PRIVATE DRIVER TRAINING WITH YOUR OWN VEHICLE:
The package includes track rental, driver training with our professional driving instructor and lunch
R 4,500.00 Incl Vat. per person with one-hour driver training.
Extra R 1,000.00 Incl Vat per hour if you need extra tuition with the Instructor.

“Everyone dreams of Driving a Ferrari,
it was my intent from the start”
ENZO FERRARI

For more info contact info@pabloclark.com or Tel. 011 440 8350
www.pabloclark.com

